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When your company expands into the economically growing countries of Eastern Europe 
and the CIS, intercultural know-how is a clear starting advantage. A new statistical evalua-
tion has shown that almost 70 % of foreign companies’ failures can be attributed to insuffi-
cient knowledge of the business culture of the expansion country and only 30 % is due to 
deficient planning. 

The expansion of western companies into Eastern Europe puts managers, personal respon-
sibility and employees at the forefront of great intercultural challenges. Interest and know-
ledge regarding other value orientations as well as respect for the social customs of the 
foreign business partners are important conditions for cross-border communication and a 
successful expansion. 

As you know, we thoroughly prepare you for your internationalization in general and coun-
try-specific business seminars and in intercultural business seminars that are tailored to 
your company‘s requirements. We also raise your awareness of intercultural competence, 
which is crucial to business abroad.

Local management trainings in Eastern Europe from a single source! (page 20)
We do not only offer intercultural know-how but also management trainings (distribution, 
leadership, project management etc.) for your Eastern European employees in their mother 
tongue. In contrast to other providers, we adapt the materials used in our business trainings 
to the respective countries on an intercultural level.

Additional value at a glance  (page 6)
We are continually asked what the true additional value of intercultural training actually is. 
We have therefore put together a concise overview proving that such an investment will 
benefit you in any case!

In touch with the latest trends: successful integration into Austrian companies 
Since intercultural dialogue is only efficient if it comes from both sides, we do not exclu-
sively focus on eastern Europe but now also offer our “Relocation Training Austria“ to fo-
reign collegues who have just moved to Austria. Moreover, we offer kult.LAND.fokus Austria, 
which is also designed for people who have lived and worked in Austria for a longer period 
of time and still want to deepen their knowledge of the intercultural backgrounds of Aus-
trian culture.  (page 22)

Embrace diversity - live diversity.  For local companies with multicultural teams who want 
to learn how to profit from the diversity in the team instead of viewing it as a handicap we 
now offer Diversity Trainings. (page 21)

We especially want to draw your attention to another new offer: the free intercultural  
online test at www.VICCC.at/test. We wish you a good time finding out about your perso-
nal intercultural identity. 

Since 2010 we are an associate of “ITAP international- Building Human Capability–Glob- 
ally“ in Austria. In accordance with this we now offer one of ITAP‘s products on the Austrian 
market: the “Culture in the workplace questionnaire“ as a professional assessment tool 
in several languages. In only 20 minutes you will be able to learn more about your own 
attitude towards different cultures. (page 32)

Up to Date:  you can now subscribe to our newsletter and receive fascinating information 
on Eastern Europe and interculturality on a regular basis. www.VICCC.at/newsletter 

Last but not least: Since 2011 we are enlarging the range of intercultural events. Why not 
enjoy an intercultural event with your colleagues at your next management meeting or  
discussion, such as a cabaret show by an intercultural artist called “Business Etiquette à la 
russe or Relationship with the Russian Bear“,  the interactive dialogue “The Rose-Colored 
Glasses of Culture“ and the reading “A foreigner is only foreign in a foreign country“ (page 30). 
Let yourself be astonished! 

I am looking forward to welcoming you.

Dr. Viktoriya Zipper
Managing director

Herzlich Willkommen! Welcome! Здравствуйте!
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With an international trainer and partner team (page 10), VICCC offers a broad range of in-
tercultural business trainings that focus on Eastern Europe and the countries of the CIS and 
gives an overview of the prospects and risks in all eastern European countries as well as the 
intercultural differences. In this globalized economy, intercultural competence is gaining 
more and more importance in addition to professional and social competence. 

Intercultural Vision
–> What do we stand for?

V – Victory by overcoming entry barriers
 I  – Intercultural knowledge as the key to success worldwide
C – Chances of success to increase when doing business abroad
 T – Team- & goal-oriented action in a multicultural environment
O – Open discussion about company’s current state
R – Reduction of prejudices, promotion of diversity  
Y – Your international victory is our success!

Customers and target groups 
– > Who do we train for international success?
Independent of company structure and size, country of origin, or recent foreign experience 

– we welcome all customers and their employees who are willing to expand, that are in-
terested in Eastern Europe, want to profit from the positive aspects of globalization with the 
help of intercultural knowledge and know-how about local business trainings in Eastern 
Europe.  

VICTORY CROSS CULTURE CONSULTING

VICCC FACTS

TRAINERS & OFFER
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TRAINER COMPETENCE EASTERN EUROPE

 Dr.Viktoriya Zipper, Manager and Trainer

Dr. Zipper has been an active, successful eastern European trainer for nine years. The na-
tive Ukrainian has lived in many countries and regions (e.g. Armenia, GDR, Georgia, Belarus, 
Mongolia, Poland, Russia, Ukraine), studied in Kiev, received her PhD in foreign trade at the 
Economic University in Vienna and understands people in ten languages. She has lived with 
her family and worked in Vienna since 2001.

The VICCC-trainer team 

Our team is multicultural and is comprised of certified intercultural business trainers (e.g. 
through Cultural Navigator or Cultural Detective) with solid economic know-how from 
their own experience and qualified local business trainers in Eastern Europe. They are all 
multilingual, have lived, studied, and worked in eastern European countries and bring a 
medley of diverse specialized knowledge and industry experience. References to these ex-
perienced trainers can be found from Vienna , Prague to Moscow. 

Are you interested and want to know more about our experts? Just contact us at – 
seminar@viccc.at. You can choose your own expert for internal company seminars!

Business trainers, intercultural 
trainers, training partners 

Bolzer K. Hungary | Leadership   
Birke H. Czech Republik | 

 Project Management  
Liptai B. Hungary |  Distribution

Kalev K. Bulgaria | Team building

Müller S. Baltic States:

 Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia |

 Negotiation, Presentation

Novak M. Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, 

 Macedonia, Bosnia, Montenegro |

 Personal Development 
Rubatos A.  Romania, Hungary |

  Project- & Change Management          
Fuhrmann A. Romania | Distribution                       
Tubic M. Serbia, Croatia, Southeast Europe | 

 Distribution, Leadership            

Walentynowicz R. Poland | Leadership

Zipper V. Ukraine, Russia | Leadership

  

For clients:

99,8% Recommendation
approx. 1500 participants have evaluated us as “excellent“ or “very good“
A reference list that speaks for itself – page 35

From participants to participants:

“I enjoyed the seminar very much, especially because you always illustrated the various issues by 
showing the deeper issues behind!“ 

“In due form: In deep admiration I thank you for last week‘s seminar“

„The most usefull part was the practical information of daily life in Ukraine and 
assesment to test the own cultural awareness in comparison to the culture of a relocation country.  
Everything was covered in a very good way“

„Links and background of history with today’s  life was very interesting. Surviving tips for daily 
living were the most important“

„Local life style, day-to-day logistics, cultural model helped me a lot for integration in a 
new country“ 

 “All cultures are different although all cultures have the same importance”

“Very informative. All that was learned can be well used when working with foreign colleagues”

“A must for employees of all internationally acting companies. A seminar of high level”

 „“The 10-dimension culture model and multicultural role playing are highly recommended”

“It is always useful to organize intercultural events to have an understanding of multicultural teams”

Let yourself be convinced of the effect and importance of our intercultural trainings when it  
comes to cross-border activities. Make an appointment for a non-binding intercultural test  
training at seminar@viccc.at

EducationalEVALUATION
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VICCC - CROSS Culture QUIZ part 2

This is (not) a culture shock:
Answer the following quiz questions and win your participation in our intercultural se-
minars! Do you know what Russian businessmen pay special attention to, what Estonian 
hosts will give you when saying good-bye, and in what order a Pole writes down his/her 
name? Well then, what are you waiting for...

1. When assessing their business partners, Russian businessmen will pay 
special attention to their...
a) purse and other leather products
b) shoes
c) clothing
d) electronic devices 

2. When saying good-bye, a traditional Estonian host will give his guest... 
a) a bouquet of flowers
b) a card saying “thank you for your visit“
c) food left-overs

3. When a Pole is asked to sign with his name, in what order will he do it? 
a) company name, first name
b) family name, first name
c) first name, company name 

4. Kyrgyzes prefer silver jewellery because....
a) the color of silver is so similar to white
b) silver keeps bad luck away, according to popular belief
c) the color white brings you luck
d) all of the above answers are correct

5. What can be the reason why someone from Central Asia only pours very 
little tea in your cup?  
a) he wants you to leave as soon as possible
b) tea is generally scarce and carefully distributed
c) each sip you take should be as hot as possible 

The best transmittals will 
win 10 seminar places 
Get some intercultural impulses now! 
Multilingualism, profound knowledge of 
Eastern Europe and intercultural compe-
tence are our trademark! 

*Minimum number of participants in open seminars is 6.

And this is pure (inter-) culture:

The best transmittals (with correct 
answers) will win 10 seminar places. 
Choose one of our open seminar 
dates beforehand! First in time, first 
in line. seminar@viccc.at

Want to find out how well you know your own cultural identity?

We have devised an intercultural test which helps you discover your own intercultural back-
grounds and to reflect on them. 

Every culture embraces certain cultural standards which we have divided into six cultural 
dimensions, based on scientific models. So you cannot only compare your home culture 
with other cultural standards but also learn how well you do when it comes to meeting 
people from other cultures.

“Raised awareness of your own cultural identity makes it easier for you to interpret statements 
and types of behavior in a culturally foreign environment. In these times of globalised economy, 
intercultural competence is becoming more and more important.“
(Zipper, Viktoriya 2009)

You can now complete our intercultural test online at www.VICCC.at/test and receive your 
results via email.

For a detailed evaluation and further explanations contact the VICCC team at 
seminar@viccc.at. Our intercultural seminars give your further opportunities for inter- 
cultural training. The following test will astonish you. Enjoy! 

kult.TEST.s

VICCC FACTS

TRAINERS & OFFER

VICCC FACTS

TRAINERS & OFFER
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What do we offer?
With our versatile intercultural preparation we support you in your wish to expand into 
Eastern Europe or to further build existing business relationships. Our educational offer is 
clear and built modularly. It is tailor-made for you – and includes the building blocks for your 
international success.

OPEN SEMINARS
Our open intercultural seminars on Eastern Europe will take place in and around Vienna and, 
for the first time, our open business trainings will also take place abroad.
Our open seminars  are optimally suitable for furthering the international competence of 
individuals or employees of your company. The exchange of experience with participants 
from other expanding companies brings more advantages. The trainer also goes over the 
topics that were brought up in the preliminary survey. 

You have the CHOICE between the following open seminars: 
•     kult.BASIC.s  + Advanced! page  20
• kult.DIVERs.city   page  21
• kult.LAND.fokus + Austria  page 22
• kult.RELO.cation + Austria  page  23
• kult.SPECIAL.s   page  24

All seminar dates can be found on the following pages.

INTERNAL SEMINARS
We put together tailor-made team trainings, intercultural company events, and presenta-
tions about Eastern Europe, all based on your specialized requirements, as well as providing 
coaching on location.

You can choose:
• kult.LECTION.s   page  29
• kult.COACH.s   page  29
• kult. EVENT.s    page  30
• Profi Assessment  page  32

Naturally, you can also request open seminar topics for your internal company trainings. 
We can advise you and make a special arrangement on request. 

PUBLICATIONS
• kult. GUIDE.s   page 31

SEMINAR CALENDAR – open dates

Place:  Vienna and surrounding area 
Open seminars take place on our premises in 1010 Vienna or, in the case of two day events, in very nice seminar hotels. You 
will receive the exact address with your confirmation.

Prices and terms are on the backside. All seminars can also be booked internally. 

Registration and last availabilities at:  

www.VICCC.at/seminare

kult.BASIC.s + Advanced!
Intercultural evening workshops (4 – 7.30 pm)

Awareness of intercultural competence

March 17th 

September 9th

kult.SPECIAL.s
Intercultural Management special topics 
(two days with 2 trainers)

May 19th + 20th 

November 22th + 23th  

October 20th 
 

November 10th  

Goal-oriented Leadership:
Intercultural Success Factors in Ukraine

Goal-oriented Distribution:
Intercultural Success Factors in Russia Relocation Austria

Diversity Management

Intercultural competence

Intercultural competence Advanced

Poland 

CIS and Baltic countries

Czech Republic & Slovakia 

Hungary 

Southeastern Europe: 
Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia

kult.LAND.fokus 
Country specific intercultural business seminars 
(one or two days)

Successful business in Austria and Eastern & Southeastern 
Europe and the CIS

kult.RELO.cation 

kult.DIVERs.city 

March 30th  

June 7th + 8th

 
September 28th 

October 13th 

December 1st + 2nd 

TRAINERS & OFFER TRAINERS & OFFER

VICCC FACTS
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Introduction and awareness of one’s own intercultural competence
GOAL: Optimal preparation for the country specific seminar as well as for specials

Our basic workshop prepares you for encounters with persons from different cultures wi-
thout focusing on a particular country. Here, one’s own encounters with foreign cultures 
are highlighted. With a sharpened awareness of your own cultural character, you can learn 
how to act and present yourself in a foreign cultural area. You will learn how to successfully 
manage critical intercultural situations in foreign countries as well as at home. The contents 
are directly applicable because of our practical methods:  the core of the training includes 
increasing awareness of cultural differences as a basis for practical competence. 

TARGET GROUP
Employees of international companies and persons who want to learn about their own 
cultural character and who want to have confidence in dealing with foreign cultures (either 
in a private setting or in the work place).

SEMINAR CONTENTS
• What is culture/understanding and realization of culture
• Cultural dimensions and cultural standards: model and self-assessment
• Pitfalls of one’s own understanding and dealing with prejudices
• The feeling of insecurity and dealing with foreign cultural partners
• The difficulty of understanding and interpreting strange behavior
• The challenge of making clear decisions in insecure situations
• Dealing with cultural rules

METHODS
Professional input, discussions, group work, role playing, self-assessment, analysis of case 
studies, establishment of an individual action plan

COMPLETION
VICCC-Certificate – Intercultural competence

kult.BASIC.s + ADVANCED

Length:          Evening workshop 
          4 - 7.30  pm

Investment:    € 290,-/ per person
                 (incl. documents excl. tax)

Dates            Place              Trainer
17.03.                 Vienna            Zipper
  or

09.09.                             Vienna            Zipper

Your benefit > 
the credit voucher 
When you (or one of your employees) attend 

one of our open seminars and book a 

company internal group training within the 

next 6 months, you will not only receive a 

special company price, but your seminar fee 

will be deducted from the price as well. 

 kult.BASIC.s + ADVANCED!
 1 or 2 days!

kult.DIVERs.city

Diversity Management
GOAL: Understanding and using diversity and multiculturality as an enrichment

Our newly developed Diversity Training helps you understand your personal experience 
with social and cultural diversity in private life, at the workplace and in public life. Awa-
reness will be raised and sensitivity for differences (such as gender, age, culture, religion, 
world view, national and social background, physical and mental abilities) will be enhanced. 
Recurring (social, institutional, individual) ways of perceiving and assessing other people 
can be detected. In doing so, we discover the differences and commonalities of different 
groups and learn to use the common ground to reach out to each other and accept the 
differences. This training will show you the limits of your own tolerance and make you per-
ceive the cooperation with people who are “different“ as something enriching. 

TARGET GROUP
Employees of companies with “mixed“ and multicultural teams as well as individuals 
who want to learn to comprehend diversity in private life, at the workplace and in public 
life as an enrichment.

SEMINAR CONTENTS
• Viewing diversity as an enrichment
• Awareness-raising regarding the limits of one‘s own tolerance
• Learning about the differences between people regarding language, traditions, social  
 institutions, typical behavior, values, religious views, moral views etc.

• Detecting differences and commonalities between different groups
• Learning to use commonalities for communication and to accept the differences
• Building empathy 
• Accepting the experience of the foreign
• Becoming aware of one‘s own intercultural limits of tolerance

METHODS
Trainer input, keynote presentations, group work, guided discussions, individual reflexion, 
guided exchange of experience, presentations 

COMPLETION
VICCC-Certificate – Basic Intercultural Competence

Length:          Evening workshop 
          4 - 7.30  pm

Investment:    € 290,-/ per person
                 (incl. documents excl. tax)

Dates            Place              Trainer
11.11.                Vienna            Zipper

OPEN SEMINARS
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kult.LAND.fokus

Building of successful business relationships in Austria as well as in 
Eastern and Southeastern Europe and CIS
GOAL: Correctly interpreting country-specific background information regarding business- & 
everyday culture and using it successfully

In all cultures, especially in the realm of business, there is an etiquette, knowledge and ma-
stery of which greatly determine business success. An employee from Bulgaria says “yes”, 
but negatively shakes his head. Russian colleagues come into the office “overdressed” and 
give each other flowers. These and other gestures can bewilder western Europeans and can 
cause misunderstandings in business handlings. The question is not who or what is better 
or worse, but rather how we should deal with these differences, because there are many 
ways to reach common goals in business relationships.  
 
TARGET GROUP
Departments and leadership staff of internationally active companies, including export 
managers, country managers, project manager CEE, owners and employees of companies 
that want to expand into Eastern Europe and CIS, as well as those involved with business 
partners or projects in these regions. 

SEMINAR CONTENT
• Intercultural differences/separating and connecting
• Current developments in the economy and politics
• Dealings with authorities, companies, employees
• Building and maintaining relationships 
• One’s own understanding of foreigners
• Typical do’s and dont’s 
• Authorities, hierarchies, and decision making process
• Prestige thinking and status symbols
• Useful contact addresses etc.

METHODS
Country specific trainer input, culture analysis and simulations, group discussions, 
case examples from experience

COMPLETION
VICCC-Certificate – Intercultural country competence 

Length:       1 or 2 days from 
       9am – 5pm 

Investment: one day € 490,-/per person

      two day € 890,-/ per person

                                     (incl. documents excl. tax)

Country                    
Poland   
CIS 
(Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, Belarus)
& Baltic countries  
Czech Republic & 
Slovakia  
Hungary      
Southeastern 
Europe (Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia…)

Place:        Vienna & surrounding area
Trainer:  Our trainer and country   
  experts on page 10

Dates  
30.03. 
07.06. + 08.06.

28.09.

13.10.  
01.12. + 02.12.  

 Austria Training!

kult.RELO.cation

Relocation Coaching for Austria and all other countries CEC, 
Southeast Europe, CIS, Baltic states
GOAL:  successful integration while staying abroad

 

TARGET GROUP
Individuals (e.g. expatriates) and their families who move back and forth between Western 
and Eastern Europe, and colleagues from Eastern European offices that will take over new 
positions in Western Europe. 

SEMINAR CONTENT
• Awareness of one’s own cultural character
• Comparison of your cultural character to your home country and the new country 
 based on the 10 dimensions

• Dealing with culture shock
• Strategies for successful contact building
• Concrete tips for daily life and working on location

METHODS
Trainer-input, country information, cultural navigator test, coaching, role playing

COMPLETION
VICCC-Certificate – Intercultural country competence

When managers are sent to foreign 
countries for long periods of time, their 
new home is foreign to them. Those 
that dive into the new culture unprepa-
red risk not accomplishing their tasks 
and goals. Approximately half of these 
managers cancel their stay premature-
ly because they cannot deal with the 
changes and differences. This not only 
endangers important projects, but can 
also mean yearly loses of millions for 
the company and the economy. Our 
relocation training, which is always 
done by an experienced country ex-
pert, offers you extensive know-how 
and concrete information about your 

new country and prepares you for daily life and business on the spot. We also offer optimal 
support through our repatriation training for those individuals returning from an extended 
stay in a foreign country.

Choose your country for Relocation 

coaching on our map (on the back cover)!

 Relocation Austria!

VICCC FACTSVICCC FACTS

Length:         9 am – 5  pm

Investment:    € 490,-/ per person
                 (incl. documents excl. tax)

Language:       English

Dates            Place              Trainer
20.10                 Vienna            Zipper

OPEN SEMINARS OPEN SEMINARS
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kult.SPECIAL.s

Goal-oriented Leadership: Intercultural Success Factors in Ukraine
GOAL:  Proper transregional leadership with intercultural competence 

We do not use ready-made concepts in our business trainings for East European company 
branches but adapt the most important issues (leadership, distribution, project manage-
ment etc.) to the customs of the respective countries. Interculturally designed business trai-
nings, in the best case held in the mother tongue, will bring you considerably more additio-
nal value than “standardized“ business trainings.  

To what extent are successful leadership activities from one’s homeland also applicable and 
successful in foreign countries? Does the cooperative-collegial leadership style of the west 
also lead to positive results in the post-socialist countries? How do the differences between 
the strongly hierarchical ways of thinking and the “Top-down approach” of eastern Euro-
pean employees and the non-hierarchical views of western European executives manifest 
themselves in successful international teamwork? Is the rule “Control is better” correct, or 
can one, as an executive, rely on “Trust is good”? The seminar will deal with this and other 
questions of successful leadership and supports the local management in switching step by 
step from traditional local leadership to Corporate Leadership.

TARGET GROUP
This seminar is aimed mainly at persons in leadership roles, and provides solid background 
knowledge for current and future business relations between “western thinking” leaders 
and managers, and employees from eastern European branches. 

SEMINAR CONTENT
• Recognize differences in leadership style 
• Dealing with hierarchical thinking
• Clear role distribution: Executives/Employees
• Initiative vs. promotion of responsibility take over 
• Improvement of communication 
• Establish synergies between results and the relationship orientation of two cultures
• Strategies for dealing with differences

METHODS
Trainer input, discussion, group work, role playing, self-assessment, analyses of case studies,  
establishment  of an individual action plan

COMPLETION
VICCC-Certificate – Intercultural executive competence

VICCC FACTS VICCC FACTS

Goal-oriented Distribution: Intercultural Success Factors in Russia
GOAL:  Increase sales with intercultural knowledge

In company-internal trainings, country specials (see map on the back of the cover) can be 
combined with a range of business topics of interest. For instance: Distribution in Hungary, 
Team building in Russia, Project management in Romania etc.

The essential requirements for cross-border activities: not to adapt or compromise at all 
costs, but to use the different potentials to a maximum. The idea is to achieve synergy bet-
ween cultures and thereby successfully establish the company on the new market. Measure 
distribution correctly, target customers, and build a customer base interculturally at a faster, 
more successful and more sustainable level. The most important factors in achieving suc-
cessful export to eastern Europe and essential intercultural sale factors will be taught in this 
seminar. 

TARGET GROUP 
This seminar is aimed  predominantly at sales professionals, export and area managers 
responsible for the CEE area - those that stand before the challenge of “Eastern Europe” - and 
offers solid background knowledge for existing and future business relationships between 
western efficiency and conclusion oriented selling approaches and eastern European 
customers as well as employees in local offices.

SEMINAR CONTENT
• Positioning of the product in the eastern European market 
• How do I find the right salesperson and why can’t I find any commercial agents  
• Foreign trade employees’ motivation and leadership
• How do I negotiate with local customers 
• What to be aware of when entering into business with the state
• How to handle corruption, if encountered
• The relationship orientation of the eastern Europeans compared to the objectivity and  
 conclusion orientation of the western Europeans
  
METHODS
Trainer input, discussion, group work, role playing, self-assessment, analysis of case studies,  
establishment  of an individual action plan

COMPLETION
VICCC-Certificate – Intercultural decision making

kult.SPECIAL.s

Choose topics for your business 
trainings in CEE here:

Leadership and team building• 

Project management• 

HR and Diversity Management• 

Marketing, distribution,  • 

 presentation techniques

Conflict management• 

Negotiations • 

 

Local business trainings:
Eastern Europe from one source! 
Interculturally adapted to 
the respective countries & in the 
mother tongue

Your extra: Top notch trainers who... 
• master their fields
• adapt them interculturally to the 
  respective countries
• do trainings in English, German and 
  also in your employees‘ mother tongue

Length:          2 days from 
          9 am – 5  pm

Investment:    € 980,-/ per person
                 (incl. documents excl. tax)

Dates               Place             Trainer
May 19th + 20th   Kiev        e.g. Zipper,
      Tesar

Length:          2 days from 
          9 am – 5  pm

Investment:    € 980,-/ per person
                 (incl. documents excl. tax)

Dates               Place             Trainer
22.11 + 23.11    Moscow  e.g. Zipper,
            Goldemund

OPEN SEMINARS OPEN SEMINARS
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kult.FIRM-MIX.s

Company specific, custom-made seminars
–> Put together a program of seminars, events and presentations based on your requirements 

Not only can our open seminars be booked internally, as an In-house offer at home and in 
foreign countries, but we are also now offering a special Culture-Mix seminar. 
Based on your requirements and wishes we will devise a custom-made training concept 
that is tailored to your individual extent of internationalisation and brings along  individu-
alisation and cross-border team building effects in a multicultural context.

A meaningful method
     –> Satisfaction evaluation and final discussion 
    –>  Interactive training that meets your specifications,
   –> Preliminary survey to understand goals and expectations,
 –>First contact & offer,

Select your country (or countries), your language, and other extras for the training! 
Internal company trainings can not only be booked in German, English and Russian, but in 
all (eastern) European languages! Whether you need Bulgarian, Polish, Romanian, Sloveni-
an, Czech, Ukrainian, Hungarian or Belarus, with timely forewarning we can put together a 
classical or a unique program for any of our target countries, from eastern and southeastern 
Europe, to the CIS area, the Baltic, or central Asia. 

Grants
We will help you minimize the costs of your intercultural continuing education efforts (e.g. 

“Go International“ and WAFF support intercultural continuing education in your headoffice 
and also in eastern European company branches  with up to 10 000 Euro per company and 
year). These are major plusses for your expansion. 
We will help you use them to your advantage.

OPTIONS:
• Assessment
• Educational mode
• Level of knowledge
• Sector focus
• Duration
• Group size
• Country focus
• Management Tools
• Language
• Place

10 000 Euro grant 
for intercultural training measures in 

your company. We can help you use 

them to your advantage!

INTERNAL SEMINARS

kult.LECTION.s

You can also invite our presenters to your events. We are happy to organize for you an  
interculturally competent and charismatic expert on Eastern Europe who gives insights 
into current international issues and can also consider and represent your particular sector 
of business. Convince yourself by reading our references on page 35.

kult.COACH.s

Coaching as implementation assurance
In many areas, having a professional coach accompany you in daily work is useful in imple-
menting sustained changes. Your trainer is thus makes their expertise available to you even 
after the seminar. You can book a personal coach for a follow-up day for the whole team, or 
you can book an individualized coach. 

OPEN SEMINARS

Company price
With a minimum of 6 persons, you 

receive a reduced price.

Try us!
We come to you and lead a one or 

two hour sample training with you and 

your team.
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kult.GUIDE.s

Our company-internal publications have received excellent references and motivated us to 
present this innovation to all our company customers in printed form: professionally prepa-
red intercultural information can now be received in pamphlet format!

Our kult.GUIDE.s include country specific insights and helpful suggestions regarding people 
and mentality, particularities of business culture, tips for integration & dealing with culture 
shock and much more. But best of all, you determine where the main focus lies: the kult.
GUIDE.s may deal with a country or a whole region, a specific industry or industry neutral 
information, and can be made available in one or more languages.  They can also be custo-
mized as to which management tools should be involved.

The kult.GUIDE.s will be made according to your intercultural requirements as well as your 
wishes and are especially good for large companies with a high amount of cross-border em-
ployee activity. This product is also a wonderful supplement to the intercultural knowledge 
acquired in our seminars and works marvelously as a refresher for information learned in our 
seminars. 

Provide yourself with an intercultural competitive advantage – multilingualism, intercultural 
competence and eastern European knowledge are a part of our trademark!

More then 30 countries 
to choose from!

Outdoor or adventure events with an intercultural design
Internationally active companies need cross-border training experiences. Imagine an ex-
quisite company trip to Kiev, paired with an outdoor team training or a multicultural com-
pany theater outing in Vienna for employees of your western & eastern European offices. 
We can organize such events for you and guarantee that these events will be unforgettable 
(for both western and eastern Europeans) as well as bring people together and be highly 
instructive for your team. 

Be it the intercultural cabaret  “Business Etiquette à la russe or Relationship with the Russi-
an Bear“,  the interactive dialogue “The Rose-Colored Glasses of Culture“ or the reading “A 
foreigner is only foreign in a foreign country“ (page 30). Let yourself be taken to a world 
of different cultures  by our events. You will experience the diversity of cultural differences 
LIVE! You will be astonished! 

kult.EVENT.s

MIT NADESCHDA LAZKO

Mal komisch skurril, mal eindringlich dramatisch sind die Rollen, in die Nadeschda Lazko 
in ihrer szenischen Lesung schlüpft. Sie erzeugt intensive Bilder von dem Riesenreich, das 
von der politischen Karte längst verschwunden ist und das dennoch lebt. Dort, in diesem 
Reich, können Bäume sprechen, dort kommt das Väterchen Frost zu einem Kind, dort 
finden zwei einsame Herzen in einem Tschernobyldorf ein Paradies«, schrieb 2005 die 
Wiener Zeitschrift „Wienzeile“ über die szenische Lesung mit Nadeschda Lazko.

Die Künstlerin inszeniert oder trägt eindringliche Erzählungen vor, die das Abstrakte 
konkret werden lassen – so begreift man die Menschen in Russland, in Weißrussland, 
und eine Nähe entsteht. Einen besonderen Platz wird in dieser Veranstaltung dem Thema 
„Tschernobyl“ zugewiesen, denn am 26.04.2011 jährt sich die Katastrophe zum 25. Mal. 
Angesichts der aktuellen Atomkraft-Ausstiegs-Diskussionen in Deutschland gewinnt 
dieses Thema an Gewicht. Und wer kann es besser darstellen als die Autorin, selbst ein 
Tschernobyl-Kind, 120 km von Tschernobyl aufgewachsen?

Abgerundet wird die szenische Darbietung durch russische Chansons und weißrussische 
Folkslieder, und so wird der Abend zu einem eindrücklichen, emotionalen Erlebnis.

INFO ZUR KÜNSTLERIN:

Die weißrussische, jedoch auf Deutsch schreibende, Autorin, Kabarettistin und Sängerin 
Nadeschda Lazko lebt seit 13 Jahren in München. Ihr erstes Buch »SowjetoVita« ist 2004 
beim Münchner buchfein-Verlag erschienen. Weitere journalistische Arbeiten in: SPIEGEL 
ONLINE, DIE WELT, Brigitte, 3Sat, n-tv u. A.

Im Zeitraum 2005 - 2010 gab es insgesamt etwa hundert szenische Lesungen und 
Aufführungen zu ihrem Buch in Deutschland, in der Schweiz und in Österreich. 

»Die Aufregung, wenn es gilt, für Väterchen Frost Gedichte aufzusagen, zwei Menschen, die 
bei strömendem Regen in einem klapprigen Saporoschez sitzen, verstummende Gespräche 
im Krankenzimmer mit dem Blick auf die windgepeitschte Pappel vor dem Fenster, eine 
Begegnung in den leeren Dörfern um Tschernobyl, wo Alesja die Strahlung messen soll 
und Djed Arssenij trifft, den alten Lehrer, der seine letzten Tage hier verbringt im Paradies. 
>SowjetoVita< heißen die eindringlichen Erzählungen von Nadeschda Lazko aus dem 
noch-sowjetischen Alltag Weißrusslands. Den Menschen liebend zugetan, mit feinem Witz 
und stiller Trauer, in ihren Worten so intensiv wie Ottingers Reisefilme durch die alten 
Sowjetstaaten.« | In München, 09.02.2005 

mit Nadeschda Lazko, »SowjetoVita«

»

INTERNAL SEMINARSINTERNAL SEMINARS
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Ergebnisse des �Fragebogens zur Kulturkompetenz am Arbeitsplatz“

Viktoriya Zipper
Your Company Name Here

Die Auswertung Ihres �Fragebogens zur Kulturkompetenz am Arbeitsplatz“ enthält Ihre Punktwerte für jede der 5 Dimensionen: 
Individualismus, Machtdistanz, Sicherheit, Leistung und zeitliche Orientierung. Stellen Sie sich jede Dimension als ein
Kontinuum vor. Jeder Punktwert ist ein Punkt auf dem Kontinuum der entsprechenden Dimension. Ein höherer Punktwert
deutet auf eine Präferenz für die Orientierung hin, die an diesem Ende des Kontinuums angezeigt ist; ein geringerer Punktwert
deutet auf eine Präferenz für die Orientierung am entgegengesetzten Ende des Kontinuums hin.

Was ist der Unterschied zwischen Länderpunktwerten und Individualwerten?

Beachten Sie bitte, dass die meisten Länderpunktwerte als Glockenkurven dargestellt werden. Die Länderpräferenzen sind der
höchste Punkt dieser Kurve oder, anders ausgedrückt, der Durchschnittspunktwert.

Ähneln Ihre Punktwerte denen eines Landes, dann gleichen auch Ihre kulturellen Werte für diese Dimension jenen der
Mehrzahl der Menschen in diesem Land. Es gibt aber auch Personen, deren Punktwerte – und somit die Präferenzen – von
ihren eigenen Länderdurchschnitten und Präferenzen abweichen.

Weichen Ihre Punktwerte sehr stark von einem Länderdurchschnitt ab, bedeutet dies also nicht, dass Sie in diesem Land keine
Personen mit ähnlichen Präferenzen antreffen. Deshalb ist es wichtig, zwischen Individualwerten und Länderpunktwerten zu
unterscheiden.

Länderdurchschnitte stehen für die dominanten kulturellen Werte in einem Land. Sie liefern einen Ausgangspunkt dafür,
welche Präferenzen von den meisten Menschen eines Landes bezüglich der fünf Dimensionen wahrscheinlich zu erwarten
sind. Danach können Sie diese Erwartungen mit Ihren eigenen Beobachtungen über die Präferenzen anderer vergleichen.
Erfahrene Reisende überprüfen ihre Annahmen immer anhand von Beobachtungen.

So verwenden Sie Ihre Ergebnisse

Halten Sie sich zur Erklärung der Dimensionen an die unten stehenden Ausführungen, wenn Sie Ihre Ergebnisse durchgehen.
So lernen Sie Ihr persönliches Profil kennen, und sehen, wie es sich von den Profilen von Menschen in anderen Ländern
unterscheidet.

Denken Sie daran, dass es in der Zusammenfassung keine richtigen oder falschen Profile gibt. Ob Ihr Ansatz in einer
bestimmten Situation wirksam ist oder nicht, hängt vom weiteren Zusammenhang und vom angestrebten Ergebnis ab.

Dimensionen

Individualismus Das Ausmaß, in dem zum Vorteil des Einzelnen oder der Gruppe gehandelt wird

Machtdistanz Das Ausmaß, in dem Ungleichheit oder Distanz zwischen Führungskräften und den
weniger Mächtigen (Mitarbeitern) akzeptiert wird

Sicherheit Das Ausmaß, in dem Menschen Regeln, Vorschriften und Kontrolle vorziehen oder sich in
unstrukturierten, uneindeutigen und unvorhersehbaren Situationen wohlfühlen

Leistung Das Ausmaß, in dem wir Zielerreichung und Arbeit oder Lebensqualität und Fürsorge in
den Vordergrund stellen

Zeitliche Orientierung
Das Ausmaß, in dem die Mitglieder einer Gesellschaft bereit sind, sich zur Erreichung von
Zukunftszielen anzupassen, oder das Ausmaß, in dem sie sich an der Vergangenheit
ausrichten und sich auf die Befriedigung ihrer aktuellen Bedürfnisse und Wünsche
konzentrieren
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Professional assessment in only 10-20 minutes!

Included  in the Relocation Coaching, or as required:
In addition, we recommend a personal intercultural analysis based on a model by Geert 
Hofstede – ITAP “Culture in the workplace questionnaire“. 

The personal assessment takes 10-20 minutes and is processed online. The results are  
visible only for you, can be viewed immediately and clearly show your own cultural identity, 
the differing preferences compared to the expansion countries  and provides you with a 
practical guide on how to deal with cultural gaps in a confident way. Of course, our trainer 
will support you in interpreting the results.

Machtdistanz

Je höher Ihr Punktwert, desto höher ist Ihre Präferenz für eine hierarchische Orientierung. Ein Punktwert von 50 oder geringer
bedeutet, dass die Präferenz eher in Richtung partizipative Orientierung geht.

Interpretation Ihrer Ergebnisse

Ihr Punktwert liegt im mittleren bis oberen Bereich der Dimension Machtdistanz und zeigt eine mäßige Präferenz für eine
hierarchische Orientierung. Menschen, die eine hierarchische Orientierung vorziehen, schätzen pyramidenförmige Strukturen,
in denen alle ihre Stellung und ihre Rolle kennen. Führungskräfte vertrauen auf ihre Vorgesetzten und formelle Regeln.
Mitarbeiter erwarten oft, dass man ihnen sagt, was sie zu tun haben. Disziplin und Gehorsam werden geschätzt, und die Arbeit
wird dann am besten erledigt, wenn der Dienstweg eingehalten wird. Privilegien und Statussymbole gelten als normale
Kennzeichen höherrangiger Positionen.

Ihre Präferenz für ein Umfeld, in dem die hierarchische Ordnung klar aber nicht einengend ist, weicht deutlich vom Ansatz ab,
der in Österreich zu erwarten ist. In Ländern mit einer geringen Machtdistanz, wie Österreich, sprechen Führungskräfte oft mit
ihren Mitarbeitern und beraten sich informell mit anderen Führungskräften bevor sie eine Entscheidung fällen. In einem solchen
Kontext werden Sie womöglich auf die Erwartung von Kollegen und Mitarbeitern eingehen müssen, in wichtige Entscheidungen
einbezogen zu werden. Wenn Sie einem Mitarbeiter vorstehen, dessen Präferenz für Machtdistanz geringer ist als Ihre eigene,
müssen Sie damit rechnen, dass er sich mit Ihrem Micromanagement unwohl fühlt, bei dem Sie ihm nicht nur sagen, was zu
tun ist, sondern auch wie es zu tun ist. Wenn Mitarbeiter Fragen stellen oder Vorschläge machen, bedeutet das nicht, dass sie
Ihre Autorität in Frage stellen.

Obwohl Ihr Punktwert und der Punktwert für Deutschland am wenigsten voneinander abweichen, ist die Abweichung zwischen
den Punktwerten so deutlich, dass Sie im Umgang mit Kollegen aus Deutschland Ihren Ansatz vermutlich überdenken und
modifizieren müssen.

Machtdistanz – Das Ausmaß, in dem Ungleichheit oder Distanz zwischen Führungskräften und den weniger Mächtigen
(Mitarbeitern) akzeptiert wird
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Your investment:
100 Euros per employee

INTERNAL SEMINARS

• WU Vienna
• UEFA
• UNIQA Real Estate

• Austrian International Consultants
• ARGE – export planning and advice Vienna 
• Baier Lambert law firm
• Bank Austria credit institute Ukraine
• Bayer Cropscience 
• Berlitz Austria, Germany, Belgium, USA
• EUROBILLA
• Businesswomen’s Forum Austria-Russia
• Business Circle
• Charly Mode & DoubleXX
• Dimoco
• DIGI Real
• Eberspächer
• Fitness Revue Ukraine 
• FH Krems
• Fortis Netherlands
• FOWI – research institute for MOE rights
• Gina Drews Design
• Gottschligg
• International Chamber of Commerce
• Johnson & Johnson
• JUST Ladders & Scaffolds
• Maierhofer-Electric
• Mondi Paper
• Raiffeisen Informatics
• Raiffeisen country bank Lower Austria – Vienna
• Rustler Ukraine & Rustler Slovakia
• Salkom Law Firm Ukraine 
• Schmied AG
• Schneider Electric
• Schubert & Franzke
• Sun Paradise Ukraine 
• City of Sudak, peninsula of Krym, Ukraine 
• City of Vienna
• STRABAG
• TGW
• Vienna Business School
• Economic Society of Vienna/Lower Austria
• WKO Carinthia 

REFERENCES – convince yourself!
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Is your name missing? We will be proud to count your 
company among our customers and look forward to working 
together in the future. 

VICCC FACTS
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We propose bridges for you – 
between cultures, markets and beyond

What do we offer? 
We support you in your desire to expand to Eastern Europe 
through export advice, intercultural education, local support 
and on-site accompaniment in the eastern European countries. 
Our offer is clear, modularly built. and custom-made for you – 
the building blocks of your international success.

What are our core markets and where can you expand with us 

When?
Learn more about intercultural competence! Our currently  
offered seminars & dates can be found at our seminar shop at  
www.VICCC.at/wann 

What happens next? 
All the details of our offers regarding expanding to Eastern 
Europe, international teams, booking orders and much more 
can be found at: 

>>>

>
>

>

„victoriously bridging cultures“


